WO R L D - C L A S S EN V I RO N M EN TA L P RO D U C T O FFE R I N G

WORLD-CLASS
REDUCTION AND
SCREENING
SLOW- SPEED SH RED D ERS

TROMMEL SCREENS

For tough, primary-shredding applications,

For demanding screening applications,

Doppstadt DW Series slow-speed shredders

Doppstadt SM Series trommels are

provide the power and reliability you need.

engineered for the most efficient and

All DW Series shredders are equipped with fluid
coupling power transfer to eliminate clutch failures,
a breakaway shredding comb to pass unshreddable
material, and a heavy-duty solid-steel shaft with
bolt-on teeth for maximum performance.
The reliability and dependability of Doppstadt DW
Series shredders translates into efficient processing
power across numerous challenging applications,
from C&D, to bulky land-clearing waste, to MSW.

DW 2060

DW 3080

effective performance available.
All SM Series trommels are equipped with a
patented automatic load-sensing drum for maximum
screening efficiency, a hydraulically tensioned
cleaning brush, and a quick-change screening drum
design for flexible sizing changes.
This precise and flexible control makes Doppstadt
SM Series trommels the perfect solution for most any
screening application, from high-quality topsoil, to
C&D separation to compost production.

DW 3060
SM 514

SM 617

SM 720

SM 726

DZ 750

ADDITIONAL
PROCESSING
EQUIPMENT
KO M B I

HIGH - SPEED GRINDERS
For fine-grinding or regrind applications,
Doppstadt AK Series high-speed grinders
deliver precise and consistent performance
for high-quality production.
All AK Series grinders are equipped with our heavyduty scraper floor and load-sensing feed system
for consistent material flow, fluid-coupling power
transfer to eliminate clutch failures and easy-change
sizing screens for flexible, efficient production.
With such a wealth of performance-enhancing
features, Doppstadt AK Series grinders deliver
unmatched versatility across a broad range of
applications, from the processing of dimensional
lumber and green waste, to the conversion of landclearing material into a final sellable product.

AK 235

AK 535

AK 635

DZ 750

DZ 750

The DZ 750 Kombi
is a complete inline
processing plant on a
single chassis, combining
the power of a slowspeed shredder with the versatility and precision of a
high-speed grinder.

CHIPPERS
The innovative drum in
the DH series chippers
delivers an incredibly
consistent material from
softwood, hardwood
slash or delimbed
organics.

DH 910

MIXERS

DH 810

DW DH 812 Q

DM 215

The DM 215 batch mixer
employs an innovative
mixing chamber with
three horizontally
rotating screws, each
of which contains exchangeable mixing blades for
additional agitation.

EXTRUDERS

DBP 205

The BioPress DBP 205
screw extruder separates
the liquid and solid
fractions from biodegradable waste for
biogas production, thermal utilization or composting.

TWO-FRACTION
STAR SCREENS
The highly mobile Backers two-fraction star
screens deliver powerful agitation to screen
any material in any environment.
The Backers two-fraction star screen delivers
exceptional performance in most any condition.
Maintain control of your productivity, regardless of
the weather or the state of your source material.
Break up clays. Separate wet topsoil or compost.
Continue screening during the rainy season.

CLEANING SYSTEM
For the most challenging screening applications,
the automatic cleaning system can be engaged to
continuously maintain optimal screening area.

Specifically designed for difficult terrains, the
powerful 2-ta with its tracked undercarriage adds
an additional level of value though extreme on-site
mobility. Add an optional grizzly to scalp off extra
large course material before entering the screen.

REAR ENGINE
The rear-mounted engine compartment allows for
short hydraulic routes and metal lines for optimal
operating temperatures.

2-ta

2-hta

2-ma

GRIZZLY SCREEN
This option scalps oversize
material. With its rotating shafts,
it breaks up clumps and assures
that only correctly sized material
is fed to the hopper.

SOIL STABILIZATION UNIT
Stabilize and treat soils directly
on the worksite! This option
screens, meters and mixes the
treatment material directly into
the screened soil.

3-ma

3-mta

3-ta

*Each of these models
also available in
extended screen deck
configuration.

THREE-FRACTION
STAR SCREENS
For ultimate screening flexibility in any
environment, Backers three-fraction star
screens can generate large volumes of
precise-specification material.
The Backers three-fraction star screen, on tracked or
wheeled chassis, takes a single material stream and
screens it into three. By initially passing all material
over the course deck, even wet or sticky organics are
loosened for effective medium and fines screening.
Add the optional grizzly, and a fourth very-course
fraction can be screened; or attach an optional wind
sifter to collect light contaminates from both screening
decks. For ultimate flexibility and throughput, Backers
three-fraction star screens are unmatched.

INDUSTRY-LEADING
TURNING TECHNOLOGY
COMPOST TURNERS

WIDE MOUTH
The BACKHUS 6-series turner can accommodate a
windrow width up to 25 feet.

Innovative design and continuous improvement
make the name BACKHUS internationally
synonymous with compost turners.
For capacities from 900 yards per hour, to 9,000
yards per hour, BACKHUS turners offer great value
for entry level solutions and high-volume commercial
operations alike. Their low cost of operation and
high rate of production lead the industry.
Expect peak performance, in any environment.
Engineered for robust operation in frigid or tropical
regions, wet or dry conditions and on any surface.
The resilience of BACKHUS turners is well-known
throughout the world.

INTELLIGENT CONTROL
Panoramic cabin and joystick controls allow
precise maneuverability and automated speed and
track settings.

A 70

A 75

A 30

A 36

A 45

A 50

A 55

A 60

A 65

ADVANCED OPERATION

EASY MAINTENANCE

Control numerous aspects of operation and set
automated pace through the BACKHUS electronic
management system with 7” display.

Routine maintenance and service can be performed
quickly due to easy access of critical turner components.

CAPITALIZE ON THE
FOOD WASTE BOOM
This multi-billion dollar industry is
just getting started.
The value of organic waste is skyrocketing as an
increase in composting and bioenergy production
creates stronger demand for source material. Food
waste is the last major source of unrecovered organics.
The Tiger depackaging and organics processing
system is a single integrated machine designed to
recover value from discarded and expired food.
In a compact, 8’ x 20’ footprint, the Tiger can
function as either a wet or dry system, can process
bulk institutional or post-consumer food waste, or
extract food waste from paper, plastic, cardboard
or metal packaging. Inorganic fractions are also
cleaned and recovered for additional recycling value.

HS 640

BIOGAS PROFIT
Perfect for anaerobic digestion operations, the
output from the HS 640 quickly generates high
volumes of biogas energy. No pretreatment and
no material prep. Simply turn it on, load it up, and
generate more revenue from your source material.

RECOVER COSTS.
ACHIEVE COMPLIANCE.
Reach your zero waste goals, or conform with
regulatory diversion requirements.
More businesses, institutions and municipalities
are recognizing the benefits of in-house organics
processing. Aggressive zero waste goals for food
manufacturers or companies and institutions with huge
food service operations can transform expenses into
revenue by integrating a Tiger into their own waste
management strategies.

Municipalities, wastewater treatment facilities and
landfill operators are being increasingly regulated to
divert organic waste, and food or biosolids are the
biggest cause for non-compliance. In the search for
solutions, the Tiger delivers an easy, efficient and costeffective option for processing large volumes of food
and organic waste.

YOUR MOST PROFITABLE MACHINE EVER

COMPACT AND COST-EFFECTIVE

Designed to quickly extract food from packaging, or
process high volumes of post-consumer food waste,
the Tiger recovers value from both organic and
inorganic fractions

The Tiger is a fully integrated unit with a hopper,
mill and discharge conveyor on a single chassis that
requires a very small footprint

COST-EFFECTIVE OVERS
DECONTAMINATION
C L E A N YO U R OV ERS
WITHOUT THE HIGH COST
O F H Y D R A U L I C S E PA R AT I O N
Why throw away valuable inventory? The EcoSift
allows you to cost effectively decontaminate your
overs production inline with an existing screening
system, or recover valuable organics from a static
legacy overs pile. Now you can reintroduce your
organic overs without the worry of contaminant
buildup.
Reintroducing overs without decontaminating them
will result in a continual buildup of plastics and other
unwanted inorganics that will eventually destroy your
composting process. Throwing away your overs could
cost you substantially more in lost potential revenue
and removal expenses. The EcoSift is the solution you
have been searching for.

YOUR SEARCH IS OVER
The EcoSift combines four distinct separation functions
in a single unit to deliver an organic fraction that
is at least 95% efficient..Eliminate the buildup of
contaminants in your screened overs; then, repurpose
or recycle the contaminants and reintroduce the
organics.

DOPPSTADT
STATIONARY SYSTEMS
Available for system integration or as
individual standalone components.

TROMMEL
SCREENS
Trommel screens easily
adapt to changing
product specifications
for precise and efficient
separation of a range of materials.

CROSS-BELT
MAGNETS
Cross-belt magnets
remove potentially damaging contaminants from
the material stream,
and/or recover metals for further recycling.

VIBRATING
SCREENS
Vibrating screens are
employed to separate
and meter fractions from
many different material
streams dominated by aggregate, rocks and
other very heavy material.

SLOW-SPEED
SHREDDERS
Slow-speed shredders
provide the high-torque
power for primary reduction of heavy, bulky
and/or highly contaminated source material.

HIGH-SPEED
GRINDERS
High-speed grinders
perform primary or
secondary reduction of
material streams into a
consistent, final spec size.

SORTING
STATIONS
Sorting stations serve as
the initial point of separation for diverting the
incoming source material
to the appropriate channels of processing.

DENSITY
SEPARATORS
Density separators split
waste streams by weight
rather than size, removing
plastic, paper and other
light fractions from the heavier fraction.

Headquartered in Avon, Ohio, Ecoverse delivers a full line of environmental
processing equipment. The Ecoverse story began in 2001 with the introduction
of the Doppstadt line, sold through DoppstadtUS, and has since grown to
include BACKHUS, Backers, Tiger, EnvEco, and Harvest Quest brands. We are
committed to delivering effective solutions to customers that will increase their
bottom line, and help them recycle the valuable materials provided by the earth.
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